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Hello all, and welcome to the June edition of the Sooner Tuner.

This month's meeting will be held:
Thursday, June  16th, 8:30am
Albert Evans Piano Company

4100 N MacArthur Blvd
Oklahoma City, OK, 73122

(405) 942-1838
(just north of NW 39th Expressway, east side)

The technical demonstration this month will be given by Albert Evans on tuning 
tips and tricks. There will also be a Q & A on tuning and repairs. His many years 
in the piano business and the expertise gathered should be insightful. We 
should all be excited to learn from a seasoned veteran of pianos.

*   *   *   *   *   *   *

Last month's meeting:

Having fun and getting to know the new PTG website (ptg.org & my.ptg.org) a 
little better is exactly what happened at May's meeting. A computer lab located 
at Oklahoma Baptist University in Shawnee, Oklahoma was made available for  
each person gathered. There were 8 stations.

Those in attendance, including myself, were greatly educated and extremely 
satisfied with the results. The posts about having lunch were especially touching 
as a climax to the meeting. We dined at the China Buffet in Shawnee.

Thanks to all who participated, and special kudos to Eric Williams for his 
assistance in the success of this meeting.

Keith McGavern



*   *   *   *   *   *   *

From The Desk Of The President.......

As the comedian George Gobel once commented " Do you ever feel like you're 
wearing a black tuxedo with a pair of brown shoes?"

We spend our time working on pianos with mostly 19th Century technology, but 
we're living in a 21st Century world. The high tech cell phones, laptops and 
Blackberry's have made the world much more accessible, albeit much more 
complicated.

Unlike pianos, that we can still get parts for 100 year old instruments, most items 
that plug into the wall or operate with a battery, are throw aways.There are very 
few repair shops and service centers for hardly anything anymore. Besides, the 
technology is growing so fast that many products are out dated in only a few years, 
making parts and services unavailable.

Although quality has varied through the years, in comparison to todays 
technology, even cheap pianos were made to last, generally making a piano 
purchase a good investment.
By taking into consideration the length of time a piano will last, and the 
availability of parts for restoration, a good quality piano purchase is an even better 
investment.

Personally, I've had some difficulty living in a throw away world, and I haven't 
kept up with the latest technologies, but I am willing to buy a pair of black shoes! 

Bob

*   *   *   *   *   *   *



Recrowning the Soundboard

Early on, I restrung many pianos without adjusting crown in them. I was always 
disappointed in those results. Once I learned the recrowning techniques, I was 
blown away at how much difference there was after recrowning. The difference is 
an old piano often sounds "thunky" in the low tenor section above the break. I 
liken the tone to that of banging on radiator pipes instead of strings. Baby grands 
are especially bad about this. I listen to the resonance of each board before 
crowning, and again after crowning, and there is a huge difference.

I am talking about a piano case and soundboard alone. All strings and plate are in 
another room. A well crowned soundboard will ring like a tympani with not a 
string in sight. Also you can listen to the tuning of the board alone by whacking it 
in various places with the heel of your hand. Near the bass bridge the ring is 
lower pitched and near the treble bridge the ringing is higher pitched. A crowned 
board will ring a second or two. An uncrowned board will go thunk like hitting 
your dining table with a fist.  

Yes the crown, when returned, corrects most downbearing problems the piano 
used to have. This noticeably affects the ability of the piano to stay in tune. 
Crown is originally put into the board by shaping the ribs before they are glued 
on, AND the board is kept in a completely dry room. The ribs are glued on and 
the crown is there.

While still dry the board is glued into the piano rim. The heavier the rim the less 
likely it is to let the crown flatten. Then the finished unit is brought out into the 
normal moist air. The board is unable to spread out because it is glued into the 
rim, now. The soundboard takes on moisture in the air and grows wider across 
grain. The only way the extra wood can expand is up. The soundboard takes on 
moisture so fast that it is almost possible to see the crown rise as you watch. You 
cannot depend only on this extra moisture driven crown, since you do not know 
what climate the piano will be put into in the future.  

This is the problem with a certain soundboard (so called) "expert" in Ohio. I have 
seen 4 of his pianos into which he put new boards. Every one of them was great 
when it arrived from Ohio, but within 6 months the treble no longer had any 
sustaining ability, which was the whole reason he got the piano in the first place. 
When the moisture from the Ohio river finally left the board through the finish, 
there was no crown left. He bragged to me that he put no crown into the ribs, but 
relied on moisture alone to crown his work. One of his pianos was in my 
showroom. It had no power in the top end. 

Doug L. Bullock, copyright 1999

This article was originally posted in Piano World.



*   *   *   *   *   *   *

Current Officers are as follows:
President- Bob Scheer

Vice President – David Bonham
Treasurer – Gary Bruce

Secretary – Jordan Bruce
Newsletter Editor – Eric Williams

South Central Regional Vice President – Norman Cantrell

*   *   *   *   *   *   *

“All expressions of opinion and all statements of supposed facts are published on the 
authority of the editor as listed and are not to be regarded as expressing the views of this 
chapter or the Piano Technicians Guild unless statements or opinions have been adopted by 
the Chapter or the Guild.”


